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SF:  The title of your solo exhibition here at DAS ESSZIMMER 

– Graue Passion (Eng.: Grey Passion) – is omnipresent, 
since you have coated all the objects in both exhibition 
spaces with the same grey colour. It is the first time you 
are working with this specific colour, a colour that oscillates 
between a grey-green and beige-grey – depending on the 
light incidence. Until now, you worked primarily with the 
RAL-colour 1015 to coat the objects of your installations. 

 Where does your passion for these “non-colours” come 
from and what made you undertake a colour change?

  
MV: Actually, I already created an artwork in this specific grey 

tone for the first time for an exhibition in 2014. There are 
two reasons for the “colour change”. In the aforemen-
tioned work, I realised that it will not function using the 
“light ivory high gloss” (RAL 1015) I usually used so far. – I 
worked with old lamp sockets, which were made up of 
either shiny metal or polished wood. By coating them with 
the beige high gloss colour no shift regarding their look 
and feel would have happened. However, with the dirty-
grey, matt primer, the sculptural character of the lamp 
sockets revealed itself successfully, exactly as I had envisi-
oned it. Then, I scanned this colour of the used primer and 
in this way, I could get the colour in an extremely matt 
PU-varnish. 

 A few years ago, I searched for a neutral and unallocated 
colour; I experimented with different beige tones and 
ended up with this light ivory (Dt.: Hellelfenbein). Already 
the name was fascinating to me! In contrast to its name, 
it is actually an unpleasant colour, yellowed and boringly 
traditional; reminding of hospitals or German taxicabs. But 
that was just what I wanted – a colour that brings its own 
patina right from the beginning. Even colour psychology 
has not allocated anything with light ivory. Lately, state-
ments about my worked pointed to this special colour as 
something like my trademark – that is a further reason for 
my colour change. Although I had never worked with light 
ivory exclusively, and I am not going to that in the future – 
a colour can only be used there, where it fits and where it 
makes sense.
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SF: Through the careful and specific choice of a colour, with 
which you coat banal objects, like hubcaps, religious sou-
venirs or discarded lamp sockets, these are transformed, 
to a certain extent, into sacred or at least museum-like art 
objects. Very often, staged on pedestals or combined with 
light. So it is not surprising that you could install some of 
your “hubcap” objects in churches, where they immediately 
turn into rosette-shaped windows in gothic churches. Your 
exhibition here at the ESSZIMMER invokes such sacral 
echoes too… 

MV: I have already been concerned with Christianity during 
my college years; firstly with regard to formal aspects like 
the image of the “crucified Jesus”, which I understood as a 
“corporate design” of the church and – having it simplified 
into a pictogram – used it in different contexts various 
times. 

 A mould of a Virgin Mary relief – found on a flea market 
became also part of several exhibitions. The last 2000 
years have formed our western culture and the visual arts 
have almost exclusively dealt with religious subjects. Who-

ever visits museums will be inevitably confronted with that.  
Through museum visits, the art history lessons at school as 
well as through excursions my interest in art history was 
risen. I became increasingly concerned with the evolution 
of the western visual arts since the Middle Ages. – An 
enormous stock to exploit. 

 Due to my interest in spaces and the positioning of art 
in space, churches came to my attention quiet fast. I am 
consistently fascinated by how elaborate and well propor-
tioned many sacred buildings were built.

 The exhibition spaces at the Esszimmer I liked immediately, 
due to their simplicity; the exhibition title „Graue Passion“ 
(Eng.: Grey Passion) refers hence less to the Holbein cycle 
in Stuttgart and more to your own house, with the grey 
facade and the obvious preference for grey tones in the 
inner space too. 

 The depiction of the young woman in the “cases”, in the 
first exhibition space, definitely reminds of depictions 
of saints in churches; but, in my opinion, one is always 
confronted with this kind of form; whether in fashion or 
in the music business. Whoever is less informed about the 
iconography in art history, interprets the artworks as a hy-
perthermia box in a spaceship or as Snow White´s coffin. 

arrangement. The “up”, the cupola lies on the floor, the 
“under” hangs on the wall…      

SF: ...the cupola on the ceiling could be a fascinating option in 
another exhibition context too, due to the reversal of the 
volumes... 

MV: Actually, I have already something in the works… the cu-
pola would hang there reversed, in an approximate height 
of four meters; through a circulatory gallery path, the 
viewer would be able to see down into the inner side of 
the cupola; the outer side would be seen from underneath 
with a direct view on the top of the cupola. – Or a (mirro-
red, so to speak) double cupola. Perhaps, a reversed cupola 
would also be a really nice idea in a smaller, harmonious 
space, like here at DAS ESSZIMMER. 

SF: Most visitors automatically looked for an entrance in your 
cupola, and then, after the circumnavigation, they disap-
pointedly found out that there is none…

MV:  One should perhaps hang a sign: “We must sadly stay 
outside”… the visitors tend have associations of tents or 
igloos: these normally stand on the floor and are accessible, 
and by this means fall into a recognition scheme. A cupola 
hangs aloft and cannot be seen from eye height usually. 
So in fact, visitors have the perspective of a bird flattering 
around the cupola. And the bits can also not enter it.

SF: The term “deception” has already been mentioned various 
times in our conversation. What is its significance for your 
work?

MV: In the concrete case of the „cases“ and of the „Studi-
enblätter“ (Eng.: study pages), faces, hands and feet are 
softened through multiple piles of transparent paper. 
Associations, besides the disguise of women – currently a 
big issue – would be hereby the fading, the declining; either 
in the sense of the deceased or of the fading of memories. 
A further aspect is the weathering of stone sculptures 
outdoors; like at the church porches.

 In my other works, often the original function of the mate-
rial used is veiled, by transferring it to a different context. 
For example the light-rosettes mentioned earlier on, in 
which the hub cabs they are actually made of are only 
recognized by a second glance, if at all.

SF: What are your next projects?

MV: Besides some upcoming exhibitions, I am in the state of 
planning some accessible sculptures/architectures; some of 

2 Fussstudien Eva-Maria, 2015 | 30 x 40 cm, mixed technique, exhibition view

them for the inside, some others for outdoor spaces. 
 This means, the works become larger. This occurs when 

the respective spatial and financial requirements are availa-
ble; something one has to work on through the years.

 A catalogue production is also planned… this should be 
actually processed urgently, because the development 
funds must be spent within a certain period of time… 

 
 
 

Kopfstudie Eva-Maria, 2015 | 30 x 40 cm, mixed technique , exhibition view



In both cases, the person is not really dead, and comes 
to life again. – That is, exactly what the church sells us as 
“resurrection”.  

SF: This is a multi-layered and interconnected field of refe-
rences that you are stretching between your “Grey Passi-
on” and our passion for the grey colour, as well as between 
the cryo-coffin and the Christian resurrection of the dead. 
Grey seems to be a “distanced” colour – at least in the 
intention of Holbein´s cycle “Grey Passion”. 

 For me personally, grey tones are absolutely the most 
relaxing ones. What is the grey colour to you?

MV: The grey colour I am using here is not a colour you can 
buy in the store; it is a primer. I let it scan and therefore 
I can have it as a wall paint or in any other paint type. 
As much as I like the standard grey tones, for the most 
part they were completely unsuitable for my installations, 
because they are too beautiful, too harmonic. This primer 
is, on the contrary, green-tinged and oscillated into beige 
or grey (according to the light). In this way, it sometimes 
seems light and at other times dark; but always somehow 
dirty. 

 A further ambivalence arises due to fact that the colour is 
matt – therefore the colour generates a soft velvetiness on 
one hand and reminds me at the same time of a stone-like 
surface… 

SF: The colour, as well as the shape of the objects, lead to 
totally different associations towards what kind of material 
was used that vary from stone to plastic. Resulting in that, 
that all visitors of the exhibition felt a strong impulse to 
touch the objects – in the hope to receive information on 
the real material used, which is MDF –however this infor-
mation it not really accessible through touching…  

MV: This is definitely an interesting side effect. It is mainly crea-
ted in the objects with smooth surfaces and slight curves. 
Many people think of metal or plastic, but also the impres-
sion of marzipan came up once.

 In the cases of the „hub cabs“, the bottles or the „lamp 
sockets“, there is a deception taking place due to the cohe-
rent colouring. With the pedestals and the boxes I work 
with extreme curves and smooth surfaces. These objects 
“without corners and edges” are hard to be classified by 
the eye, since the sight slides everywhere and has nothing 

to rest on. In this way, the material thickness and materiality 
cannot be defined at all. 

SF: Your apparent admiration and fascination for church 
architecture and staging has lead to an room filling dome 
installation in your exhibition at DAS ESSZIMMER, which is 
guided by the cupola of the PETERSDOM in Rome. Why 
precisely to this one? 

MV: This cupola by Michelangelo is, amongst a few others, like 
for example the Brunelleschi cupola in Florence, an abso-
lute masterpiece. Regarding its construction, it is very in-
teresting and simply genially designed at the same time. The 
exhibition deals in all rooms with the trichotomy “under – 
middle – up”. In the large space this is presented as follows: 
The bottom is embodied by the minute work “Grundriss” 
(Eng.: Ground plan) made out of an over painted section 
of a PVC flooring, that reminds of the ground plan of a 
central-planned church building. For the middle, that is, the 
walls of the building, there is the work “Vierpass” (Eng.: 
Quatrefoil), which can be interpreted through its name and 
through the formal impression as a tracery window. Finally, 
the cupola builds the upper finish, whereby, the cupola can 

be viewed here from eye height and only from the outside. 
 A corresponding trichotomy can also be seen in the front 

space, but this time however with regard to a human 
figure. Nevertheless, not the Christian trichotomy body – 
soul – spirit, nor instinct – consciousness, soul, as in Islam, 
but the body segmentation (analogue to the building): feet, 
hands that are positioned in the middle and head.

SF: Is this (Holy) Trinity of “under – middle – up” something 
that has already interested you in other works or some-
thing that was developed in the context of your exhibition 
here, at DAS ESSZIMMER?

MV: I think I am using this trichotomy for the first time here 
intentionally. The idea of a figure in a case with cut-outs, 
allowing only a partial view, was developed with the help 
of a work that had these round openings in the inside too. 
The idea came to existence through this formal aspect 
and a coincidental encounter with Eva-Maria, who then 
functioned as a model for these works. The limitation to 
three cut-outs, which the viewer combines into a whole 
–functions, of course, well in the context of a body; in the 
other works this is not that obvious through the spatial 

Vierpass, 2015 | 50 x 50 x 22,5 cm, 4 parts, MDF, wheel covers, lighting (background) and Kuppel 1, 2015 | diameter 4 m, height 2 m, HF-slabs, wheel covers 

(foreground), exhibition view

Gehäuse #2 / Eva-Maria, 2015 | 40 x 40 x 180 cm, MDF, mixed technique, exhibition view



Kuppel 1, 2015 | diameter 4 m, height 2 m, HF-slabs, wheel covers, exhibition view
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 A mould of a Virgin Mary relief – found on a flea market 
became also part of several exhibitions. The last 2000 
years have formed our western culture and the visual arts 
have almost exclusively dealt with religious subjects. Who-

ever visits museums will be inevitably confronted with that.  
Through museum visits, the art history lessons at school as 
well as through excursions my interest in art history was 
risen. I became increasingly concerned with the evolution 
of the western visual arts since the Middle Ages. – An 
enormous stock to exploit. 

 Due to my interest in spaces and the positioning of art 
in space, churches came to my attention quiet fast. I am 
consistently fascinated by how elaborate and well propor-
tioned many sacred buildings were built.

 The exhibition spaces at the Esszimmer I liked immediately, 
due to their simplicity; the exhibition title „Graue Passion“ 
(Eng.: Grey Passion) refers hence less to the Holbein cycle 
in Stuttgart and more to your own house, with the grey 
facade and the obvious preference for grey tones in the 
inner space too. 

 The depiction of the young woman in the “cases”, in the 
first exhibition space, definitely reminds of depictions 
of saints in churches; but, in my opinion, one is always 
confronted with this kind of form; whether in fashion or 
in the music business. Whoever is less informed about the 
iconography in art history, interprets the artworks as a hy-
perthermia box in a spaceship or as Snow White´s coffin. 

arrangement. The “up”, the cupola lies on the floor, the 
“under” hangs on the wall…      

SF: ...the cupola on the ceiling could be a fascinating option in 
another exhibition context too, due to the reversal of the 
volumes... 

MV: Actually, I have already something in the works… the cu-
pola would hang there reversed, in an approximate height 
of four meters; through a circulatory gallery path, the 
viewer would be able to see down into the inner side of 
the cupola; the outer side would be seen from underneath 
with a direct view on the top of the cupola. – Or a (mirro-
red, so to speak) double cupola. Perhaps, a reversed cupola 
would also be a really nice idea in a smaller, harmonious 
space, like here at DAS ESSZIMMER. 

SF: Most visitors automatically looked for an entrance in your 
cupola, and then, after the circumnavigation, they disap-
pointedly found out that there is none…

MV:  One should perhaps hang a sign: “We must sadly stay 
outside”… the visitors tend have associations of tents or 
igloos: these normally stand on the floor and are accessible, 
and by this means fall into a recognition scheme. A cupola 
hangs aloft and cannot be seen from eye height usually. 
So in fact, visitors have the perspective of a bird flattering 
around the cupola. And the bits can also not enter it.

SF: The term “deception” has already been mentioned various 
times in our conversation. What is its significance for your 
work?

MV: In the concrete case of the „cases“ and of the „Studi-
enblätter“ (Eng.: study pages), faces, hands and feet are 
softened through multiple piles of transparent paper. 
Associations, besides the disguise of women – currently a 
big issue – would be hereby the fading, the declining; either 
in the sense of the deceased or of the fading of memories. 
A further aspect is the weathering of stone sculptures 
outdoors; like at the church porches.

 In my other works, often the original function of the mate-
rial used is veiled, by transferring it to a different context. 
For example the light-rosettes mentioned earlier on, in 
which the hub cabs they are actually made of are only 
recognized by a second glance, if at all.

SF: What are your next projects?

MV: Besides some upcoming exhibitions, I am in the state of 
planning some accessible sculptures/architectures; some of 

2 Fussstudien Eva-Maria, 2015 | 30 x 40 cm, mixed technique, exhibition view

them for the inside, some others for outdoor spaces. 
 This means, the works become larger. This occurs when 

the respective spatial and financial requirements are availa-
ble; something one has to work on through the years.

 A catalogue production is also planned… this should be 
actually processed urgently, because the development 
funds must be spent within a certain period of time… 

 
 
 

Kopfstudie Eva-Maria, 2015 | 30 x 40 cm, mixed technique , exhibition view
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Conversation with Michael Volkmer

 
SF:  The title of your solo exhibition here at DAS ESSZIMMER 

– Graue Passion (Eng.: Grey Passion) – is omnipresent, 
since you have coated all the objects in both exhibition 
spaces with the same grey colour. It is the first time you 
are working with this specific colour, a colour that oscillates 
between a grey-green and beige-grey – depending on the 
light incidence. Until now, you worked primarily with the 
RAL-colour 1015 to coat the objects of your installations. 

 Where does your passion for these “non-colours” come 
from and what made you undertake a colour change?

  
MV: Actually, I already created an artwork in this specific grey 

tone for the first time for an exhibition in 2014. There are 
two reasons for the “colour change”. In the aforemen-
tioned work, I realised that it will not function using the 
“light ivory high gloss” (RAL 1015) I usually used so far. – I 
worked with old lamp sockets, which were made up of 
either shiny metal or polished wood. By coating them with 
the beige high gloss colour no shift regarding their look 
and feel would have happened. However, with the dirty-
grey, matt primer, the sculptural character of the lamp 
sockets revealed itself successfully, exactly as I had envisi-
oned it. Then, I scanned this colour of the used primer and 
in this way, I could get the colour in an extremely matt 
PU-varnish. 

 A few years ago, I searched for a neutral and unallocated 
colour; I experimented with different beige tones and 
ended up with this light ivory (Dt.: Hellelfenbein). Already 
the name was fascinating to me! In contrast to its name, 
it is actually an unpleasant colour, yellowed and boringly 
traditional; reminding of hospitals or German taxicabs. But 
that was just what I wanted – a colour that brings its own 
patina right from the beginning. Even colour psychology 
has not allocated anything with light ivory. Lately, state-
ments about my worked pointed to this special colour as 
something like my trademark – that is a further reason for 
my colour change. Although I had never worked with light 
ivory exclusively, and I am not going to that in the future – 
a colour can only be used there, where it fits and where it 
makes sense.
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